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ABSTRACT

A solution generating method for the self-duality and the Bogomolny 
equations is given. We point out the existence of an infinite parameter 
invariance group of these equations.

АННОТАЦИЯ

Разработан метод генерирования решений уравнений Богомольного и самоду 
альности. Показано существование группы инвариантности этих уравнений с бес 
конечным числом параметров.

KIVONAT

Az SU(2) öndualitási és a Bogomolny egyenletek megoldásainak generálá
sára alkalmas módszert fejlesztünk ki. Megmutatjuk, hogy ezen egyenletek 
rendelkeznek egy végtelen paraméteres unvariancia csoporttal.
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During the past few years a great deal of progress has 
been made in the study of the self-duality /SDE/ and the Bogomolny 
equations of 3U(N) gauge theories. Recently, Atiyah et al.^ have 
constructed the general n-instanton solution of the SDE using 
algebraic geometry. However, in Ref. 2 it was shown that there 
exist non instanton type solutions of the SDE as well which have 
finite action and, in general, non integer Pontryagin number. 
Furthermore, it is known that the SDE in the static case are equi
valent to the Bogomolny equations which describe multimonopole so
lutions. It appears quite difficult to classify and construct ex
plicitly these interesting solutions by the geometric methods of 
Atiyah et al.̂ " alone, and we think it would be helpful to develop 
solution generating methods for these equations. The construction 
of such a method is the main point of our paper. Applying these 
ideas we actually found multiply charged axially symmetric mono- 
poles .

There are some hints that the SDE are completely integ- 
rable; such as the existence of infinitely many / nonlocal / con
servation laws^*'’ , and Böcklund transformations^*^. In this paper 
we show yet other indications: the existence of an infinite para
meter invariance group and an "inverse scattering" problem capa
ble of generating a huge family of solutions. It has also been 
proved earlier in Ref. 7 that the SDE can be reduced in a special

Оcase to the Ernst equation of general relativity for which all 
the above mentioned properties are known.

As a first step, we show that the SDE can be interpreted 
as the vanishing of the invariant trace of the curvature tensor 
of a hermitian metric with a special cylindrical symmetry defined
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on an N+2-dimensional complex manifold:

№
V J = V ' 4  , V V l‘ y ) Г  ,

For the curvature tensor of this metric the hermiticity of g implies
► 9that'

Rabcd * Rab=a ■ 0 \/ a,b,c,d,
and the nonvanishing elements are К  ^ /together with
their complex conjugates/ for a,b = 1,2 : c)̂
/ from now on we suppress the indices /. Now we impose the
following covariant equation on the curvature

(2)
This is the central equation of our interest. Next, we connect 
this equation to the self-duality equations of an SU (N) gauge the
ory by assuming that detg = 1 and g = D+D where D6SL(N,C). In
deed, defining the gauge vector potentials as В = -D, D“\
Bg = »+‘V ) >5 / a = 1,2 / we have Fab = Р?Б = О and РаБ =
= -D+_1(g,ag"1 ),ED+ , i.e. the SDE: Fy- + F.,- = 0 are really 
equivalent to /2/. In this formalism a gauge transformation is 
defined as D-*GD, D+~*D+G+, GéSU^N), i.e. g is gauge invariant.

The connection we found between the SDE and the geometry 
of a complex manifold makes it possible to find the invariance 
transformations of the SDE. It 1з easy to see that the "external 
coordinate transformations" leaving both the form of the metric 
in /1/ and the value of detg invariant:
with (^,0 SL(N,C) constitute a group of invariance trans
formations for eq./2/. This is the geometrical meaning of the
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invariance transformations of the SEE /2/ investigated in Refs.
4,10.

In the case of SU(2) / i.e. N = 2 / the geometrical pic
ture can be used to obtain an alternative form of the SDE exhibi
ting a new group of invariance transformations. To this end we re
call that for N = 2 adopting the

1 фг+ "I
{ A

3" ф

/ ф real, % complex / parametrisation one obtains from /2/ the
11Yang equations in the R-gauge'

4>УУф - Уф v<t> + v sv§ = o , 
V ^ V , ) *  о , v(<t'iV i)= О ,

(5a)
(5b-c)

We observe that /ЗЬ-с/ are identically satisfied if we introduce
a new function
-  ф‘гу§ = V  XZ

In terms of Ф_,

by the definition

V 5)
to the SDE take the following form

фУУф-УфУф + ф" VwVw-0; \7(<^Vib) = 0) V($Vu>)= О (4)
Now with the aid of ^  uj it is possible to construct such
a hermitian matrix g:

Ф - фчо \

-фИЗ Ф toüb- Ф  /
with detg = -1 that eq./2/ for g yields eqa./4/. We remark that 
eqs./4/ can be interpreted as the SDE for an SU(l,l) gauge theory, 
however, this not necessary since the introduction of u? can be 
viewed as a reparametrisation of the original SU (2) theory.
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Therefore, there exists an another "coordinate transformation" 
leaving detg and the form of g / see /1/ / built with the aid of 
g invariant: g-* A(y,z)gA+ ; A(y,z) e SL(2,C) . While A(y,z) acts 
simply on g it produces a nonlinear action on obtained by
solving in a suitable way the system of equations connecting the 
(ф^О^йЬ) and (4^ sets. The action of an A(y,z) trans
formation defined this way on is not an ̂  (.4>,0 covari
ant expression and, therefore, the product of an A and trans
formation is not contained in any of these two groups. Thus the 
repeated applications of these two transformations generate an in
finite parameter invariance group of eq. /2/. This group is very 
important for studying the solutions of /2/, in fact, without men
tioning the existence of this group, it was used in Ref.10 to ge
nerate the infinite hiererchy of Ansätze of Atiyah and Ward\
The existence of an infinite number of / nonlocal / conservation

4 5laws for the SDE * is the consequence of the existence of this
12infinite parameter group •

Recently, several authors derived Böcklund transformati- 
4 5ons * for eq. /2/. This fact together with the existence of the 

aforementioned infinite number of conservation laws leads one natu
rally to attempt the derivation of an inverse scattering problem 
for this equation. To this end, we rewrite eq. /2/ introducing the
quantities A = g, g”1, / a=l,2 /:8 8

(5)
3 A - W £ a , A 1 ’ 0 , + (A.),,- 0
which may be expressed by the closed ideal of 4-forms spanned by 
the forms defined as
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°<л= (<J А„Лс>и̂  + c\A1A cAi1 + [ Ал, A iIcU jAcU ^ A cU., Лскгг

о<г= (<^АлЛо\гг-с\ Д гД  с̂ г̂ ') ДсДгл ЛсЛгг
We determine an inverse scattering problem for eqs. /5/ using the 
notion of prolongation structures. Indeed, using the method of 
Ref.13 one obtaines a linear 3-form T  that prolongs the ideal 
spanned by o(̂  :

с И Л  j c ^ A c ^  + 1 (dlAAdli tcUjAcAi^ -V X c U „ A o U z ^ -

- c U j A o ^ A  (с\?г- Х с Ц )  А г^ + сАгч а  о\\Л (aiA + X c b z) А л t
where X is an arbitrary constant parameter. If we section this 
3-form onto the solution manifold of eqs. /5/ we obtain the inver
se scattering equations'^:

(6)
(X3j +'ЭуН  = , (~X3tj + V )  А г ̂

From these equations we immediately see that (Дя ^  ) =
* • It is straightforward to obtain the transfor
mation properties of Ч' under the coordinate transformations dis
cussed above; if g is transformed by
then ^  where + t-X^) • The other re
markable property of /6/ is that by expanding Ц' in powers of X 
Ч'* \  ^  °&ы  we obtain the infinitely many
conservation lawe of Refs.4,5. 

sj ( <$***')~ ( -(о̂  Ä  г«л Н Л  f _<о>-л« Г  < v < j " + v ) U  <J
Carrying out this expansion in the transformation law of ̂  one 
obtaines that the infinitely many conserved quantities form an
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infinite dimensional representation of the invariance group j c  . 
In the case of SU(2) we obviously have two similar sets of equa
tions corresponding to the possibility of working with either g 
or g matrices. This means that in SU (2) the SDE have yet another 
set of infinite conservation laws. This underlines the fact that 
our inverse scattering equations are intimately connected to the 
existence of the infinite parameter invariance group of eq. /2/ 
to be contrasted with the equations of Ref.15 which are connected 
with a hidden 0 (4) symmetry as it was shown by Pohlmeyer^.

tain 4-dimensional nonlinear sigma models. If g is the matrix 
describing a 4-dimensional principal sigma model then the field 
equations take the form

Now if g is a unitary / or quasiunitary / matrix — i.e. we are 
working with an SU(n ) or SU(N,M) principal sigma model — then 
a sufficient / but not necessary / condition for g to solve /7/ 
is the satisfaction of eq. /2/. This equation in these models may 
play a role similar to that of the SDE in gauge theories. As we 
derived the inverse scattering equations /6/ directly from /2/,
/6/ can be used for this class of solutions of these sigma models 
as well. / Note this argument remains valid for any reduction of 
these models./

In what follows, we discuss how one can use the inverse 
scattering equations-/6/ for generating new solutions of /2/ re
stricting our attention to the construction of "soliton" solutions.
/ It was shown that the inverse scattering problems can be connected

At this point we would like to make contact with cer

(7)
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with the solutions of / matrix / Riemann problems, and this ap- 
roach defines the soliton solutions with g (X) = 1 ^/. The process 
we fbllow is the generalization of the method of Mikhailov and 
Zakharov‘S  devised for 2-dimensional sigma models.

We suppose that a v|/Q( ̂  »У>У,г>Ё) solution of /6/ is 
known in the case of an initial gQ solution of /2/, and look for 
new solutions of /6/ in the form ч\/= У  (Д) Ц'о • / Thi-3 implies,
that g = %  (0)gQ is the new solution of /2/ /.In the case of the 
SDE the hermiticit.v of g / or g for SU(2) / imposes a very impor
tant restriction on the analytical properties of X  in the com
plex X plane: X  О Л =  X

Motivated by this we look for ’У(Х) in the form‘d

У О . Ы *  2 (8)
k* \ \ ~ /* u.

where R^,ytc ̂  are independent of X and is any solution of
yuk ^ n k + О  / for % ’A ( X )  we assume a
similar form with replaced by 3^ and by = -yiZ^ /•
Solving the equations for R^, emerging from /6/ we finally 
obtain the new solution :

- \ —1r> ~’1 ~(r) M
«ab = £ £  W  (feoíab - (/S/ У  Г гк К Nb )

where Г кГ - (l " Л к ^ г )'1 ”ak|i«o)dc m<J Ка&,= “ “ («о)
with = Mc(k) ̂  “H  /t к,У,У,2,г)сЬ and
(к) _ jjW ( - z, ZyUk + y,yu.k) but otherwise arbitrary

(9)

ba

M,
vectors.

It is possible to show that detg = i~l)n detgQ, there-
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fore if we start with a gQ having detgQ = 1 then taking an even 
number of poles yields a g matrix that can be interpreted in the 
ф  о ö formalism, while taking an odd number of poles yields
a g that can be interpreted in the Ф.> u)̂  C3 formalism.

The method we just described yield’s an abundance of new
solutions, as an illustration, we show here how the *tHooft-
Witten instantons in SU(2) emerge from this process by suitably

(k)choosing the arbitrary functions IP . We find it more convenient 
to work in the о  Zb formalism ana choose for the star
ting / vacuum / solution ф о= \ o o= C50= . Furthermore,
to preserve the sign of the determinant we assume two poles for the 
one instanton /Д^д= -z-1y and = y~Hz + Б) / b is a constant 
parameter /. It is important to realise that in the final expres- 
siön for %  or g it is possible to carry out the b-*0 limit. 
Indeed, choosing mj^ = (o, m (z -z”^y)) and
m ^  = (Sy”^(R^ + 5z) , - A 2 (2y)-1(z + Б )) respectively, with 
R^ = yy + zz and arbitrary Д  and m(z~J‘Rii, -z- y) from /9/ we 
finally obtain in the b~*0 limit for the one instanton 
Ф в P  ft №  ) to » - ф"' • Proceeding in a similar way
one can prove that it is possible to iterate this "two-pole" step
N times lead ing  to

t w > ( ?  *)\  A 0 i

ti , 
о/ -  к + T  л е Í 4  + « Í г  v b ,

-  л + L  ‘ — x [
i M  i t f r Л XU+b,')  +

1 _
*  + 4  " * 4

which yields at A = 0 the 5N parameter multiinstanton solutions of 
’tHooft and Witten.

This method looks rather promising and it is reasonable 
to expect that one can find all finite action solutions of the
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SDE and the most general family of multiraonopole configurations 
carrying out the procedure outlined in this paper.
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